Suggested Pictures for Distractions Board:

Things you could miss if not watching the road
- Children Playing in or near a road
- Pets/Animals in road (dogs, deer, etc.)
- Slow moving vehicles (Amish Buggy, Farm Tractors, Trucks with Wagons or trailers, Construction Equipment, wide load trailers, etc.)
- Construction on the road (road crews, orange cones, flaggers or people working)
- Objects in the road (Pot Holes, objects in road – hay bales, car parts, dead animals, tree limbs)
- Traffic lights and signs
- Bikers or Pedestrians
- Weather related conditions – high water, ice

Things that can distract you in the car
- Other people in the car
- Phone (texting, talking on the phone, Face Book, Instant Messages or alerts)
- The Radio (changing stations, Cd’s, MP3 player and even songs)
- Eating or Drinking in the car while driving
- GPS devises or reading a map or directions
- Putting on makeup or personal grooming
- Daydreaming or being tired
- TV’s and DVD’s

Things that can distract you outside of the car
- Other drivers, accidents
- Emergency vehicles
- People
- Animals
- Road signs
- Construction
- Objects in the road

Just about anything can be a distraction if you let it!

Phones tend to be the number one distraction.